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Introduction 

We found a new backdoor attack named Shadow Force. Shadow Force uses a rarely 
seen system-level DLL hijacking technique to load the backdoor and abuse a driver in 
the Wireshark network packet analyzer in order to utilize the ring 0 port-reuse 
technique to hide the person behind Shadow Force 
comes from China, possibly self-employed. Based on our analysis, the backdoor is 
being used to target a media agency in South Korea. 

 

Threat Details 

Tools of the Trade 

Based on our investigation, the attacker uses the tools mentioned below to perform 
the attack. 

1. fileh.exe (file handle toolkit) 

This tool tries to utilize file handles to perform tasks. Below is a list of all of its 
functions: 

 -StopShutDown  prevents the computer from shutting down 
 -ListFile  attempts to enumerate all files currently open 
 -CheckModules [PID]  lists the running modules (DLLs) with their 

signature name 
 -ListProcess  lists all the running processes with their full path 
 -fport  lists a process and its port mapping 
 -mport  lists a process and its port mapping, like fport, but this utility 

supports Windows 2000 
 -CheckLoader  checks for some common Windows services and looks 

for suspicious DLLs 
 -CheckAllLoader  checks all Windows services and looks for suspicious 

DLLs 
 -GetService [ServiceName]  lists running services and corresponding 

PIDs 
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 -TrayIcon  lists everything in the system tray or systray. An attacker 
can use this function to check if the target computer has any anti-
malware protection 

 

Figure 1. fileh.exe to list all tray icon information 

There is also an operating mode called NtGodMode 
utility. 

 -NtGodMode <On|Off|Check>  when NtGodMode is on, any password can 
log in to the target computer. An attacker can use this function to login 
without creating any account or backdoor. This function cannot be used 
on computers running on Windows 7 or Windows 8 

 

Figure 2. fileh.exe to check NtGodMode 

 -FV <File>  checks for the version information of the specified file 
 -SetDLL <name>  sets the specified service name to the default DLL 

name 
 -UnlockFile <file>  unlocks the file, in order to delete, move, or rename 

file safely 
 -LockFile <file>  locks the file, so that users cannot easily modify it 
 -FreeDLL <name>  frees the specified DLL name in all processes 
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 -FindDLL <name>  finds the specified DLL name in all processes 
 -KillProcess <PID>  kills the specified process ID 
 -ListModules <PID>  lists all of the modules loaded by the specified 

process ID 
 -KillIceSword <PID>  kills the IceSword software by process ID 
 -PCL <PID>  gets the program command line by the specified process ID 
 -TrayHide <PID>  hides the specified tray icon. You can use TrayIcon to 

get PID. The following pictures showed how easy to hide windows 
security alerts icon 

 -TrayShow <PID>  shows the specified tray icon, you can use -TrayIcon 
to get PID 

 

Figure 3. fileh.exe to hide tray icon 

 

Note that the attacker can use this tool to hide icons of security-related 
software and even crash these software to bypass detection. 
 

2. Iatinfect.exe/iatinfect64.exe 

This tool modifies the import address table (IAT) in the executable file in order 
to load additional DLLs. This technique bypasses some behavior monitoring 
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software or autorun files, making it difficult to find malware in the live 
environment. We already found several related incidents, and this time we 
found the tool that makes this possible.  

The flags /checkall or /checkalldll will list candidate targets automatically. The 
attacker can use this tool to easily select a target. 

 

Figure 4. The utility lets a hacker search for candidate automatic start targets 

The utility can load a new DLL or replace an existing DLL with a malicious one 
in its place. The image below shows the ease in adding the malware.dll into 
notepad.exe by modifying its import address table. After being modified, 
notepad.exe will load malware.dll once executed. 

http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/attack-gains-foothold-against-east-asian-government-through-auto-start/
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Figure 5. Adding malware.dll to notepad.exe 

The hacker can simply recover the changes by using the /remove parameter. 
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Figure 6. Removing malware.dll from notepad.exe 

 

3. aio.exe (all-in-one hacking toolkit) 

The tool aio.exe is a miniature version of the all-in-one hacking toolkit. The 
screenshot below shows the full function list of this version.  
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Figure 7. All-in-one toolkit functions 

As you can see, some of its functions are very interesting: 

 -Clone  A shadow account is a hidden account exists in the local 
accounts. Creating a shadow account will require an existing account, so 

 
 -CleanLog  cleans Windows event logs including 

application/security/system events and schedule log files. This makes 
real-time incident response more difficult 
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Figure 8. CleanLog utility from aio.exe 

 
 -CheckProcess  checks for hidden processes 
 -CheckUser  checks for users currently logged in 
 -DWFP  WFP stands for Windows File Protection. If WFP is enabled, 

users cannot modify files easily and Windows will automatically revert 
any modified files back to default ones. This function can disable WFP for 
specific files 

 
Figure 9. Disabling WFP for Windows system files 
 

 -FindPassword  This recovers the system login password hashes in 
memory. This may not work every time, and the password may not be 
recoverable in newer Windows systems 
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Figure 10. Finding passwords in memory by aio.exe 

 -FileTime  changes the timestamps of the file. This is useful against 
forensics, because the timeline may not reliable 

 -Never   

 
Figure 11.  

 -Unhide  searches for password input box in memory and disable 
hiding mode to that input box 

     
Figure 12.  
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4. ss.exe (TCP port scan tool)  

The file ss.exe is actually an executable .RAR file. Several executable files are 
made available once ss.exe is decompressed.  

 

Figure 13. Files in the ss.exe compressed file 

When ss.exe is executed, it extracts all files, executes TCP.BAT, and starts the 
whole execution chain.  

 

Figure 14. ss.exe execution chain 

The attacker uses many indirect calls to avoid behavior detection. The final 
batch file 123.bat contains the actual commands to be executed. 

 

 Figure 15. Commands in 123.bat 

 

ss.exe  TCP.BAT  1.vbs  123.bat  

using 
ss.exe to 
scan for 

targets in 
the file 
kr.txt 
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The file s.exe is a TCP port scanning tool, and the file kr.txt contains a South 
Korean IP range. Because the command scans TCP Port 3389, which is a 
Windows Remote Desktop Service, we can see that the attacker focused on 
Windows servers in South Korea. 

 

5. su.exe (service utility) 

The file su.exe is a service utility tool and is used in controlling services. The 
image below shows some simple usage of this tool. 

 

Figure 16. Service utility use of su.exe 

 

C&C Information  

We have collected information on four different command-and-control (C&C) servers 
related to Shadow Force.  

C&C Server Location 
61[.]137[.]223[.]48 Dandong City, Liaoning Province, 

China 
123[.]190[.]36[.]149 Dandong City, Liaoning Province, 

China 
211[.]239[.]160[.]203 Seoul, South Korea 

irc[.]itembuy[.]org (1[.]234[.]4[.]115) Seoul, South Korea 
 

Figure 17. C&C servers found to be associated with the Shadow Force malware 
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Attacker Profile 

We decided to look further into the C&C servers, specifically the domain name 
itembuy[.]org. This led us to more information about the person behind Shadow Force 
and produced a handle WinEggDrop. Based on information posted online, WinEggDrop 
was born on October 1982 and is a native of Guangzhou City in Guangdong, China. 
While we will refer to the attacker here as WinEggDrop, he has other handles like 
Hotmail, meteor, and sdbot. 

Our investigation also led to a personal QQ page. This is where we were able to get his 
English alias, Ben K. His QQ page revealed yet another handle: Syrinx. Based on 
information there, it seems he has particular interest in Dandong City. 

 

Figure 18. QQ page of WinEggDrop 

WinEggDrop is associated with two companies in the same location. These companies 
were registered by one person under one address, with different room numbers. The 
mobile phone number submitted for the companies reveals that the original register 
location is in Guangzhou City. 
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registered by an associate of WinEggDrop, because the city of origin and birthdate are 
 To compare, this registrant was born on August 1988 

(compared to WinEggDrop  October 1982) in Foshan City (compared to Guangzhou 
City).  

 

Connecting the Dots 

There are key details that tie WinEggDrop to Shadow Force. One of the Shadow Force 
samples reveals the language used  simplified Chinese, which means the attacker 
may come from China. Furthermore, we previously mentioned WinEggDrop
in Dandong City, and sure enough, two of the Shadow Force C&C servers are located 
in that city. 

Information about the C&C servers also hinted to the target of this Shadow Force 
attack. Two of the servers are located in South Korea, pointing to a possible target.  

 to a South Korean media agency.  
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Figure 19. Language of Shadow Force sample (top) and password referring to a South Korean news 
agency (bottom)  

 

Conclusion 

Shadow Force uses a rarely seen system-level DLL hijacking technique to infiltrate a 
South Korean company. It employs several tools and techniques that will allow it to 
possibly bypass detection, making infiltration easier for attackers. 

Trend Micro Custom Defense solutions can protect organizations from this type of 
backdoor attack. These solutions provide in-depth contextual analysis and insight that 
help IT administrators properly identify suspicious behavior on individual computers 
and on the network, such as the access to computers and servers.  

http://www.trendmicro.com/us/business/cyber-security/
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